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Portlandia meets Fashionista.                               
Talie Miller/ TME was there.  september 2012          
Talie Miller rocked the special 
Agave Denim event at Mario's 
Portland!  Since Talie is usually 
rocking her crew on the Left 
and Right coast, being in 
Portland on the day of FNO was 
a fresh, quirky departure.. and 
here's how it went!
After a day of working in 
Seattle with a mega- corporate 
online retailer,  Talie took off to 
meet the Agave crew and was 
whisked off to the FNO/Mario’s 
event .
"There was great energy..a low 
key but super-cool Portlandia- 
hipster- meets -outdoorsy -
prepster chic," quips Talie, 
when asked her for a quick 
verbal snapshot of the event.                                          
The Portland Timbers Soccer 
team was there supporting 
Agave Denim as well.                                                            
Woo WOO!! Athletes at FNO.. 
more evidence of the profitable 
mash-up of Fashion and 
Professional Sports. 
                                                                         
Portland fashionistas were out 
in force as well, rocking the 
“flannel-and-backpack “in 
new ways that looked edgy-
classic-outdoorsy ... but in a 
good way. ( see photo page )

The MEN  at the event were the 
shoppers in the crowd... Talie 
saw the platinum cards($$!)  
flying in the MENS department 
while the WOMENS department 
was more of a low key 
shopping vibe. Translation? If 
you can get a man to SHOP.. try 
on a pair of jean or 12... he is 
likely to burn some cash.  ( this 
fact known by top retailers, 
especially in the specialty 
Denim category. )                                      
" The shelves were “STAH-
OCKED!", Talie emphasizes. 
So, so, so many versions of 
EVERYTHING on display and 
ready to find a way home. 
Mario's  was clearly           
ready for a juicy sales night. 

The emphasis on reinforcing  
brand awareness with current 
followers, as well as luring in 
new devotees with a hip part 
atmosphere was just the ticket 
in this part of town. Sure there 
were the “free food free booze 
browsers..but it can’t be “all 
business all the time” right? 
This was a great happy-happy 
reason to celebrate the new 
FALL season and make a few 
new friends in the meantime. ..  

Slather on bunch of music and 
gorgeous new inventory, add a 
zillion photographers and 
fashionistas.. this FNO “party 
party” came alive and kept 
going into the wee hours of the 
night. Talie was chillin’ with  
MARIO..so she was able to 
experience it from the genius 
retailers point of view. 
Interesting. (!!) 
Both Agave Denim execs and 
Mario’s team were very excited 
about the turnout. They are all 
certain that the next FNO event 
will burn even brighter. The gap 
seemed to be bridged between 
serious business strategy, and 
the retail fun of just plain 
BUYING CLOTHES. Never a bad 
thing. right? FNO understands 
that. 
A much needed stragegy in 
this tricky retail climate. FNO 
put more focus on markets in 
cities that may not get the love 
that the  COASTS get .. so it 
was great to see the fashion 
spotlight on Portland and 
active participation by both 
locals and fashionistas alike. 
Prediction? FNO is going to 
catch fire in the Northwest. 
SIZZLE!  -Danish D’Abreau

FNO ROCKS MARIOS PDX  


